
Steven Leinwand is Principal Research
Analyst at the American Institutes for
Research in Washington, D.C., where he sup-
ports a range of mathematics education initia-
tives and research. Steve served as
Mathematics Supervisor in the Connecticut
Department of Education for 22 years and is a
former president of the National Council of
Supervisors of Mathematics (NCSM).I would recommend this book to any

group that is trying to initiate change in
mathematics education. In particular, 
I would insist that any administrator . . .
had his or her own copy.

—Mathematics Teacher
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You have to read this book. Now.
As a country it’s time to ask ourselves,
“How do we make mathematics
accessible to all learners?” I have seen
even the most reluctant teachers come
alive after reading Accessible
Mathematics. Leinwand’s strategies
are accessible (that word again) to
those teachers. As a colleague said,
reading it is ‘life changing.’

—Wylie Beatty, TOSA, Bethel School District, WA
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small shifts

10 in your mathematics teaching
can make a BIG difference
in student learning.

With over 30 years experience as a consultant, evaluator, and researcher, 
Steve Leinwand has observed over 2000 mathematics classes from kinder-

garten to calculus, looking for what works and what seems to make a difference.
His conclusion? “It’s instruction that makes all the difference.”

By making a few powerful instructional shifts in how we plan,
implement, and assess daily mathematics instruction, we can
enhance our productivity and effectiveness. This book focuses
on exactly those small shifts—the strategies that make for high-
quality mathematics instruction that can and does work for 
far more students.

—Steven Leinwand

1. Incorporate ongoing cumulative review into every day’s lesson.

2. Adapt what we know works in our reading programs and apply it to mathematics instruction.

3. Use multiple representations of mathematical entities.

4. Create language-rich classroom routines.

5. Take every available opportunity to support the development of number sense.

6. Build from graphs, charts, and tables.

7. Tie the math to such questions as “How big?”  “How much?”  and “How far?” to increase 
the natural use of measurement throughout the curriculum.

8. Minimize what is no longer important. 

9. Embed the mathematics in realistic problems and real-world contexts.

10. Make “Why?” “How do you know?”  and “Can you explain?” classroom mantras.

The10 Instructional Shifts 
Your road map to raising student achievement

TO ORDER CALL 800.225.5800  FAX 877.231.6980  OR VISIT Heinemann.com

Get your staff on board with
an Accessible Mathematics
book study group.  

Save Now:  
Accessible Mathematics Book Study Bundle 
15 copies / 978-0-325-02945-0 / $216.75

15 Copies at 15% Savings!  
A $255 value for $216.75

Better with Bundles!
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